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Introduction
Genome maps are essential for identifying disease genes or loci controlling traits of interest. Development of maps for the dog genome began in the late 1990s with the production of both meiotic linkage ( ) and radiation hybrid maps ( ). Analysis of the same sets of markers on 1 2 both reference families and RH panels ( ) allowed the meiotic linkage and RH maps to be quickly integrated ( ). While such maps were useful 3 4 for the identification of several disease loci ( , ), the lack of an agreed upon nomenclature for the dog s 38 chromosomes until the late 1990s ( 5 6
7
) made discussion of the data problematic. Most dog chromosomes are small and acrocentric. Thus, only those having expertise with techniques like fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) could readily identify specific dog chromosomes. The availability of a set of flow-sorted canine chromosomes ( , ), from which DNA fragments could be both FISH and RH mapped ( ,), as well as used to develop microsatellite 8 9 10 11 markers for meiotic linkage mapping, proved invaluable to the canine community. It allowed the first fully integrated maps to be developed in which most linkage groups were assigned to named chromosomes ( ). In addition, it allowed researchers to orient linkage groups on 12 chromosomes, thus facilitating the first studies of comparative genomics between the dog and human ( ). 13
Since 2001 the community has advanced rapidly, generating new maps every 12 to 18 months ( , , , ). Particular emphasis has been 13 14 15 16 placed on maps that have ordered microsatellite markers, genes sequences, and sequenced BAC ends that can facilitate positional cloning efforts. In addition, researchers have focused on increased understanding of the relationship between the dog, mouse and human genomes, initially defining about 85 conserved segments ( ). As map resolution improved and researchers moved from a mapping panel with 600 Kb 13 resolution ( ) to 200 Kb resolution, the number of conserved ordered fragments increased to 264 ( ). 17 16 Key to the success of the field has been the development of new bioinformatics tools that allow more precise positioning of markers then was possible with existing programs ( ), together with the assignment of scores reflecting the relative confidence of local map order ( , ). 18
In 2003, The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) released 1.5x sequence coverage of a Standard Poodle genome ( ). The 6.22 million 21 sequence reads contained canine gene fragments that were orthologous to 84 of annotated human genes, and this was put to immediate use by % researchers interested in cloning genes associated with disease and morphology traits. We subsequently opted to use the 1.5x sequence, or survey sequence as it has become termed, as a resource for constructing a very dense canine RH map, composed primarily of canine gene fragments.
The resulting resource, discussed in detail here advanced our knowledge of the canine genome in several ways. First, the dense map, composed of portions of nearly 10,000 independent genes detailed nearly all canine/human conserved ordered segments ( ). This meant that, 16
for the first time, we could move freely between the dog map and reference human and mouse genome assembled sequences. Second, the ordered presentation of over half of what are now known to be 19,000 canine genes offered an opportunity to verify and edit the 7.5x assembly of the Boxer sequence ( ) and a way to check data related to the orientation of contigs. Finally, the work suggests a new paradigm for analysis 22 of the many genomes currently being sequenced at only 2x coverage. These include a variety of mammalian genomes that are being sequenced primarily to identify conserved genomic elements (e.g. elephant, armadillo, cat, tenrec, sloth, hedgehog, shrew, squirrel, rabbit, bat and bushbaby; ). If high-density RH maps were constructed to accompany each survey sequence, researchers in http://www.genome.gov/10002154 the relevant fields would have essentially the same mapping resources for comparative genomics as those who benefit from 7 8x sequencing.
We thus present the detailed methodology used for construction and utilization of a 10,000 gene RH map.
Materials Marker identification and primer sequence design
Computer with Unix operating system Primer design software Primer3 ( ) Database with a portable relational database management system
Methods
A key limitation of survey-sequencing is the fragmentary nature of the data. The absence of long-range continuity greatly restricts the ability to predict gene and marker order in the surveyed genome. RH mapping can maximize the value of survey-sequencing through the localization of thousands of markers derived from the 1 2x sequence data. This has been tested with the canine 1.5x coverage ( ) for which 
Survey sequencing
Canine genomic sequence was obtained by end-sequencing of plasmid clones (2 kb and 10 kb inserts) prepared from genomic DNA of a male Standard Poodle. After trimming to remove vector or poor-quality sequence data, 6.22 million reads (mean 576 bases) provides approximately 1.5x coverage of the 2.5 Gb haploid canine genome. The assembled data consists of 1.2 million contigs (mean 1414 bases) and
million singletons. ( ). 21

Orthologous Sequence Identification Strategy
All contigs and singletons from the survey sequence assembly are searched against an annotated reference genome that is closely related to the surveyed genome (e.g. human) using the Blastn alignment program ( ). Sequences can also be searched across multiples species to ensure 23 the selection of sequences that are highly conserved through evolution ( ). 24
Orthologous Sequence Identification Criteria
Selected sequences have mutually-best alignments.
Blastn comparison of the test (dog) and reference (human) genome sequences yields many alignments of short segments, termed high scoring pairs (HSPs). HSPs are defined as mutually-best when the segment of aligned test sequence has no higher-scoring hit elsewhere on the reference genome and the segment of aligned reference sequence has no higher-scoring alignment with another test sequence.
The test/reference alignment overlaps at least one exon of the reference genome (as defined by the Ensembl annotation of 24,567 human genes; version 13.31.1)
Ensure that the test sequence is not a processed pseudogene. Where multiple HSPs are separated by <25 bases on a test sequence, but >300
bases on the reference sequence, the test sequence is considered as a potential pseudogene, and should be eliminated.
Ensure that the test sequence does not align end-to-end with the reference genome. A test sequence for which an alignment extends over its complete length may not permit the design of primers that are specific for the test sequence, and should be eliminated.
After applying criteria 1 4, a single test sequence for each reference gene is selected. When application of these criteria gives several hits, -the sequence having the highest Blastn score is selected.
With the objective to map more than 10,000 gene sequences, selection of ~ 12,000 sequences is recommended to anticipate failures at each step of the mapping. The reference genome is divided into the smallest number of equivalently-sized segments that permits one or more genes to be located in each of 12,000 distinct segments. Here, this entails dividing the human genome into 40,000 bins of 75 kb, 11,818 of which
contains a gene target.
Select a test sequence for each of the 75 kb bins that contain a gene. If the bin contains multiple genes, select the sequence providing the highest Blastn score.
Selection of test sequences is determined in two rounds from alternate bins. Processing in two rounds permits first-round failures to be retried during the second round, thereby minimizing the size of gaps in the final map.
Orthologous Sequence Content Criteria
Gene-based sequence selection.
In order to characterize conserved synteny between a test and a reference genome, fragments of orthologous genes are first predicted using mutually-best Blastn alignments. Although any unique conserved sequences can be used to anchor regions of conserved synteny, there is particular interest in the comparison of protein-coding genes, and analyses have therefore focused on identification of orthologous exons.
Microsatellite sequences within genes (
). see Note 4
In the course of exon-based sequence selection, short tandem repeats (in flanking introns) were retrieved for 10 of the 11,818 selected % sequences ( ). Such sequences are an additional resource for genetic linkage and cloning studies and depending upon the ultimate see Note 5 goal, they could be specifically selected to be included within the marker sequence ( ). 25
Non-coding conserved sequence selection.
Genome , ) . This is about three times higher than the portion coding for proteins. Selection of such non-coding sequences, expected to be 22 26 transcribed into non-coding RNA, or be involved in gene expression regulation, can also be selected for large-scale genomic comparative analysis. These can be particularly useful for comparative mapping of large genomic regions that lack protein-coding genes.
Gene-based Marker Design for Mapping
Selected genomic survey-sequences (300 1000 bp) have mutual best alignments with fragments of annotated human genes. For each -sequence, the boundary between aligned and non-aligned segments is identified. In order to limit cross-amplification of the carrier hamster DNA present in RH DNA, primers should be designed in segments of the survey sequence that flank the aligned region. Alternatively, one primer can be selected from a flanking segment and the other from an aligned region. Markers derived from the sequence are amplified using two primers preferentially selected to be 25 bp in length and to work under a single optimal set of PCR conditions (salt, Tm, Mg , etc.) 2 
+
generating PCR products of 100 400 bp. Primers are selected for mapping using a standard selection program, i.e. Primer3 software, within -non-repetitive sequences.
Radiation Hybrid Panel Characteristics
Radiation hybrid cells are constructed by fusing host cells that have been gamma-irradiated using a dose of 9,000 to 12,000 rads ( , ).
17 27 This ensures a resolving power sufficient to map 10 12,000 markers at individual positions.
Radiation hybrid cell lines should be selected to contain 15 30 of the host genome with a standard deviation as low as possible. View PCR bands under UV light after ethidium bromide staining, and record image.
Submit images to manual or automated software for data acquisition.
Radiation Hybrid Map Construction
Score images of PCR products resolved on agarose gels for the absence or presence of a band as 0 and 1 , respectively, in plain text
format (ambiguous data are scored as 2 ). Typically a genotype corresponds to a string of 0s and 1s distributed in 90 100 data points. A The complete set of RH vectors (each RH vector characterize one marker) is clustered into RH groups using pairwise calculations with two-points linkage analysis, using dedicated RH software ( , , ). The Lod score statistical test is applied to the whole dataset in order to 18 19 20 assign markers to RH groups. On average, when a map of this resolution is constructed, each chromosome will be represented by one to three individuals RH groups. Lod score threshold, while empirically determined by users, relies on several factors, notably the degree of breakage from the initial radiation (ie the RH panel resolution) and the number of markers that cluster. A conventional threshold of 6.0 to 8.0 is commonly accepted as significant. RH groups are sets of markers that are linked to at least one another marker at a Lod score higher than the Lod score threshold.
Ordering markers within RH groups is then carried out using multipoint linkage analysis. This step computes the final map order and delivers inter-marker distances expressed in centiRay (cR). Resulting maps are either comprehensive maps where all markers are placed and ordered respectively to other markers or framework map when only a subset of selected markers is analyzed, the other markers being inserted between the framework markers ( ). see Note 6
Comparative Map Construction
Comparative genomics aims to describe the structural organization between genomes at both large-scale and micro-rearrangement level.
Gene-based markers in a genome having orthologs unambiguously identified in a second genome are informative anchor sites between genomes ( ). A RH map encompassing 10,000 gene-based markers (one every 250 300 kb on average) orthologous to genes mapped in 28 -reference genomes is a powerful tool for constructing comparative maps. About 90 of the human genome is in large blocks of homology with % the genomes of dog and/or other mammals sequenced to date. The regions of conserved synteny reveal many genes from canine chromosomes that match blocks of genes in human chromosomes defining conserved segments (CS). Large sub-blocks that have their markers co-linearly arranged in the test RH map and in the reference sequence are termed conserved segments ordered (CSO) ( ). 28
Compare the marker positions in the test RH map with the positions of their orthologs in the reference sequence to display chromosomal rearrangements such as inversions, translocations and duplications. The comparison of 10,000 independent gene positions between genomes will identify nearly all test/reference conserved segments greater than 500 ( , ). kb 16 22 Beyond the description of conserved segments between genomes, the RH map comprised of survey-sequencing data can be used to identify evolutionary breakpoints between CS and CSO.
Careful identification of synteny breakpoints defines regions of inter-chromosomal and intra-chromosomal rearrangement and can pinpoint genomic loci prone to chromosomal breakage and fusion.
Identify sites of rearrangement that tend to occur in regions containing duplicated sequences and gene family members. Categorization of evolutionary breakpoints classified as either lineage-specific or shared through species evolution permit derivation of ancestral genomes ( ). 29
Orthologs corresponding to gene-based markers from new species can be searched after construction of the RH map with the alignment program Blastn. This allows integration data from new genomes for further multi-species comparative genomics analysis.
Notes
Acquisition software is a computer application which allows researchers to accurately and quickly score electrophoresis data from a Radiation Hybrid gel image. It displays the image of the gel on the screen, detects PCR products automatically using a specifically designed pattern recognition algorithm. Once all of the desired bands have been selected, acquisition programs such as AutoScore (available upon request to the corresponding author) allows users to save the scored data in a text file. The AutoScore application is written in Java. Therefore it will run on any hardware platform that supports Java. AutoScore is able to read and import gel images in GIF or JPEG formats. It allows researchers to overlay a resizable grid onto the displayed image. The grid can be manipulated so that the grid cells align with the bands in the image. The image is automatically rotated at an angle of 90 when it is loaded from disk. AutoScore allows the user to click on any grid cell°" " in order to select the band intensity. The cell will be highlighted at three different levels (0 off (black), l on (white), 2 maybe (gray)).
Successive clicks will toggle through these three values. The resulting array of scores can be saved in a text file, including the image name.
RH package softwares description and distribution TSP/CONCORDE: An approach to construction of RH maps that uses the CONCORDE software for solving the Travelling Salesman Problem can efficiently map large numbers of markers and can construct maps combining two RH panels ( If the primary objective of a sequencing project is to generate gene-based markers for RH-mapping, 1x sequence coverage of a genome offers several advantages over large collections of ESTs. Unlike cDNA libraries, the representation of genes is unaffected by cellular expression levels, and identification of orthologous exons is not biased by the length of 3 untranslated mRNA. In addition, the low but ′ significant conservation of intronic sequences between species is useful for distinguishing between paralogous sequences that share substantial sequence identity within exons. 
Comprehensive and framework maps:
A comprehensive RH map is a map in which all markers are ordered using, for example, the state of the art CONCORDE algorithm. The RH map is produced using a global method that searches for local improvement, starting with an initial tour (map) defined by the nearest neighbor. The heuristics used in the CONCORDE chained Lin-Kernighan algorithm allows random kick to the tour (map) and reruns the tour, 
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